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ASYMPTOTOLOGY
Martin D. Kruskal

V{hen I first saw the prograni

f0Y

this conference I was mildly

curious about 'why my talk was scheduled at the end of the first session,
following the opening lecture by Professor Grad.
conference

manner~

(conventional convention

Although accepted

c,-~n"\.centions,

I almost

said) forbade inquiring of our genial organizers, I now know the reason--Harold's stiITlulating and excellent lecture has roused a furore
<Jf excitement and even controversy, as they ITlust have foreseen,
and it is ITly function to calm you d<Jwn, bore you perhaps, and send
you off properly soothed and relaxed to enjoy tonightTs banquet.
The subject of this conference is unusual, and if I am not at
all confident that my chosen topic is entirely appropriate, I am emboldened to proceed because of a conviction that it would be out of
place anywhere else.

But I do feel some trepidation at having Pro-

fessor Friedrichs in the audience, since I am so heavily indebted to
his most enlightening 1955 Gibbs Lecture article, 1 already referred
to by Grad.
Asymptotics is the SCh':nce which deals with such questions
as the asymptotic evaluation of integrals, of solutions of difier(;ntial
equations, etc., in various limiting cases.

Elements of this science

This text is based on a lecture I presented at the Conference on Mathematical Models in Physics at Notre Dame, Aprill5-l7, 1962.
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ITlay be learned from. the works of van del' Corput,
Bruijn,

4

Z

Erd~lyi,

3

and de

and advanced aspects from the numerous references in Fried-

richs' cited article.

By asymptotology I n1.eall son:lething much broader

than asyrnptotics, but including it; pending further elaboration, I would
briefly define asyrnptotology as the art ot dealing ,-".. ith applied nnthernatical systern.s in li:miting cases.
The first point to note here is that asym.ptotology is an art, at
best a quasi-science, but not a science.

Indeed, this explains nl-uch

of my difficulty both in expounding my material and in finding an appropriate occasion to do so, and it may serve handily to excuse my effort
for lacking the high degree of polish which Dean Rossini in his opening remarks assured us we may expect of the presentations (and
indeed there does seem to be much Polish about this conference).

It

explains, too, why I am unable to support the corpus of my dissertation
with the hard bones of theorems but must be content with a cartilage
of principles, into seven of which I have distilled whatever of asyJYlptotology I have been able to formulate appropriately and sufficiently
succinctly.
The aspect of the definition of asymptotology just glven which
1S

JYlost

system.

In

need of explanation is the concept of applied JYlatheluatical

An applied Hlathematical system is merely the mathelnat-

ieal description of a physical (or occasionally biological or other)
system in which the variables expressing the state of the systerrl
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are complete.

The im.partance of formulating problems in tenns of

cOluplete state variables constitutes a preliminary principle, not
particularly of asymptotology but of applied rilatheITlatics in general,
the Principle of Classification (or, perhaps better, of Deterrninisrrl).

It is illustrated by the 0verpowering tendency, in treating classical
mechanical problems, to enlarge the configuration space to a phase
space, since the phase (configuration together with its rate of change)
but not the configuration alone constitGtes a complete description of
a classical mechanical system.

Consider a1.,-;o the tendency, in

treating probabilistic mechanical problems, to switch o,"e1' from
this original description, which is incom.plete because, for instance,
the ITlE:chanical "state" at one tiITle does not deterITline the "state"
at another tim.e, to a new description in terITlS of a probability distribution function of the old "states," which function evolves "deterITlinistically" in time and is therefore preferable as a state description.

This Principle is obviously closely related to the notion

of a well posed problem. eITlphasized by HadaITlard.

Its particular

relevance to aSYITlptotology COITles about because only after one has
singled out {"determ.ined"} an individual solution (or com.pletely
"classified" the fam.ily of solutions) can one reasonably inquire into
its aSYITlptotic behavior.
ASYITlptotology is im.portant becat<.se the exaITlination of
limiting cases seeITlS to be the only satisfactory effective ITlethod of

~ 4~

proceeding with the analysis of cOlTIplicClted probleITls (system.s) ,\Chen
exact mathematical rnethods are of no (further) avail (and is often
preferable even ,vhen they are).

It

15

of value both for obtaining

qualitative information (insight) about the behavior of a system and its
solutions dnd for obtaining detailed quantitative (numerical) results.
Thus it is hardly surprising that examples, from trivial ones to the
most profound, are found everywhere throughout the fields to which
analysis (in the technical sense as a branch of mathematics) is applied.

,

An excellent example of asyrnptotology is the f2.miliar Hilbertor Chaprnan-Enskog

6

("HCE" from now on) theory of a gas described

by the Boltzm.ann e-quation

af

at +

v

of +
ox

a

af
crv

in the hrnit of high density
(J\. -

(1 )

(f -

0'))

or equivalently ot frequent collisions

co), which Grad has already discussed this afternoon.

exanlple is the Chew- Goldberger- Low

7

theory of the

50-

Another

called VIas ov

8

system of equations governing an ideal collisionless plas:m.a and its electromagnetic field in whdt is often called the strong magnetic field (or
small gyration radius) limit but io; formally best treated
of large particle charges.

9

as the limit

In the general theory of relativity there is

the £undan"lental Einstein-Infeld-Hoffrnan

lO

derivation of the equation

of motion of a "test particle" (one not influencing the space-time
metric, i. e. one of negligible ITlass) by treating it (its ,-vorid-line,
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rather) as an appropriate singularity in the metric and letting the
strength of the singularity approach zero.

Hydrodynarnics is rich

asyrnptotology (theory of shocks as arIsing

III

10

the lirnit of srnall vis-

cosit,{ and heat conductivity, theories of strong shocks and of weak
shocks, shallow water theory, and so 0n and on), and so is elasticity.

Kirchoff's laws for electrical circuits can be properly derived

horn Maxwell's equations only by going to the limit of infinitely thin
conductors (wires).

Simpler examples also abound and are encountered

daily

by

the practicing applied mathematician and theoretical phys-

icist.

Naturally it is not practical to discuss deep exan1ples in detail

here, so I shall have to confine myself to brief remarks about them,
relying for illustration mainly on simple and often trivial instances.
It should now be apparent. I hope, that whate ...·er features such
important, wide-spread, and diverse examples may have in COITnuon,
and whatever lessons for future application rnay be gleaned horn studying them, are well worth formulating and eventually standardizing.

Even

the many (most? far from all, as I know from my acquaintance) applied
mathematicians (etc.) who have become familiar by experience with
asymptotological principles, at least in the sense of knowing how to
apply them in practice, --even they must inevitably benefit

£rOITI

the

introduction of a standard terminology and of the clarity of expression
it permits.

Implicit knowledge, no rnatt8r how widely di5tributed,

deserves explicit formulation, but I am aware- of no efforts in this
direction which attempt to go anything like so far as I am doing here,

-0-

though there are

BODle

related

suggcstion~

in Friedrichs

r

article.

The final possible obscurity in our previous tentative definition
of asyrnptotology is what it means to deal with a system.

To clarify

this, we 111ight alternatively define asyrnptotology as the art of describing
the behavior of a specified solution (or fanlily of solutions) of a system
in a limiting case.

And the answer quite generally has the form. of a

new system (-\.,-,ell posed problem) for the solution to satisfy, although
this is sometimes obscured because the new system is so easily solved
that one is led directly to the solution witbout noticing the interrnediate

step.
To illustrate first by a trivi::..l example, suppose it is desired
to follow the (algebraically) largest root x

of the simple polynomial

equation
3E

in the limit .E: -- O.

Z

x

3

+x

2

(2 )

-Ex-4:::0

treating the first two tenns

~s

dominant,

x

1

R.< - -:;- E
c

deed the other two tenns are relatively negligible
of them is absolutely large, of order

E

-1

obtained bv

E

There is one root of Cil'der

-2

,for which In-

(even though one

), but which is negative.

The other two roots are finite, obtained by neglecting the terms with
E factors, x::::::: ± 2, the

ODIC'

sought having the plus sign,

it to higher order, incidentally, we may put (2) for this
"recursion" form

If we desire
Toot

in the
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x = 2 (1 -

3

'4

2

3

E x

( 3)

expand out the right-hand side in powers of £, and generate better and
better approxilTIations for

x

by continually substituting the previously

best approximation into the right side.

But this is irrelevant to the

present point, which is that (the problem of the algebraically largest
root of) the original cubic equation (2) has been replaced by (the prob1em of the algebraically largest root of) the quadratic equation

x

2

-.:1::::::: 0, or more exactly

x

223
- (4 - 3£

x

+

EX)

= 0, the quantity

in parentheses being treated as known.

In the HCE treatment of system (1) in the lim.it

A

-'00,

the

original integra-differential equation in the seven independent variables
t, x, v

gets replaced by the set of coupled partial differential

(hydro~

dynamic) equations
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u

1

p

(p::: )

ap
ax
p

( 4)

) ",0

in the four independent variables

t, l;,; here p,

the usual velocity space moments of f.

~,

p

are of course
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These examples clearly illustrate the first asyrnptotological

principle, which is in fact largely the raison dIe-ire of asyrnptotology.
This Principle of Simplification states that an asymptotological (lirniting) analysis tends to simplify the system considered.

This can

occur in at least three general ways.
The basic way systems simplify is merely by the neglect of
tenTIS (or, in higher order analyses, at least treatn1.ent of small terms
as if known, as in the case of the cubic equation earlier).
polynomial equations

x

without getting lower

In

5

+Ex+l=Q

x

6

+a

y.

4

+ Ex

3

+

1 = 0,

degree as the cubic did, nevertheless becom.e

simple enough in the Ern it
ieally.

~

and

Thus the

E -- 0

to be explicitly solvable algebra-

Difierenttal equations in irregular domains approximating

regular ones may in the limit become solvable by separation of variables.

In other cases the coefficients may beC0111e so sinlple in the

limit as to permit solution

by Fourier or other transform.

are typical instances of perturbation theory; ther.:'

aT";

These

of course also

:many instances where the simplification "l,vhich occurs dues not appreciably facilitate the further analysis Qf the system.
A derivative way in which systems simplify, sornetirnes
striking in efiect, is the decomposition of the system into two or nlOre
independent syste:ms arrlOng which the solutions are divided, so that
the particular solution of interest satisfies a system with fewer solutions and hence usually in SOllle sense of lower order.

Thus the

cubic polyuolllial equation considered earlier split up into a quad-
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ratic equation and what
root of
writing

0

rde r

-2

E

2 3
3E x

+x

unacceptable roots

IS

effectively a linear equation.

That is, the

was obtained by neglecting the two last terrns and

2

::::: 0, and though this is cubic it has two trivial
x ~

a

(corresponding to the solutions of the quad-

Tatie for finite roots) and is therefore equivalent to the linear equation
obtained by dividing through by x

2

The third (also derivative) way systems simplify, often spectacularly, is through the splitting off of autonomous subsystems.

By

an autonorrlOUS subsystem of a system is rneant a part of the system
(part of the condition together with part of the unknowns) which is
complete in itself, i. e. fonns an applied mathematical system

In

its

own right, so that it can (in principle, at least) be solved before the
rest of the system is considered.
no means superfluous.
two variables

x, y

The qualifier "autonomous" is by

Thus the system f(x,y) == 0, g(x) == 0

has the autonomous subsystem g(x) ==

o.

for the
It has

also the nonautonomous subsystem f(x,y) == 0

for y, nonautonomous

because it is not definite (well-posed) until x

has been determined,

which requires the other part of the system.
Systems with autonomous subsystems occur much more often than
one may at first realize, since there is an instinctive tendency to
concentrate attention on the subsystem and forget that it is part of a
larger problem.

A particularly contemporaneous illustration of this

is provided by the gravitationally determined motion of the sun, a
planet, and an artificial satellite; the subsystem of the sun and

-lCi-

planet alone is autonomous, :{ince their motions are unaffected by the
satellite and are naturally considered to be given and definite when its
motion is under consideration.

But there is a very comnlon special kind

of systen. having autonomous subsystems ''''hieh do not get overlooked
just because there are too many of them. for anyone to be singled out
naturally,
for

t

o

<

Such are the initial value problellls, which, if well posed

t <: t

1

with initial conditions at

t , are also well posed for
0

so tha.t the autonomous
subsystems constitute a continuous one-parameter family.
For an illustration of the third way of simplifying, note that
in HCE theory the five moments

p. 2"

p

satisfy (in the limit, of

course) the autonomous subsystem {'l}, which is vastly siITlpler
than (1) in having only four indE:pend<.>nt vari.ables instead of seven.
Similarly the "general rt (for finite
f(x, y)

= 0,

g(x)

+E

h{x, y)

=

°

E) pair of simultaneous egu2tions

reduces for

E -

an autonOITlOUS subsystem considered earlier.

0

to the system with

The sun-planet sub-

system split off only by virtue of the implied limit of (reldtively)
snlall satellite ITlass, as is d.pparent from the less extreme case of
the earth and its natural (rather than artificial) satellite.
The second and third "J,'ays both involve a reduction in the number of solutions froIn which the desired one must be singled out.
is a characteristically asymptotic simplification and,

Ll.

This

s Friedrichs~

has affirmed, it justifies the limiting process even though complications arise in other respects.

For instance,

3.

linear second order
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differential equation may reduce to one of first order but nonlinear.
The "number" of solutions must be counted in whatever way is appropriate to the instance:

as an integer (e. g. for the polynornical equation);

as the dillleusionality or number of parameters of a farrlily of solutions
(as for an ordinary differential equation); as the dimensionality of a
parameter space, or number of independent variables for a function
characterizing a solution (as with HeE, where seven reduces to four);
or what have you.
In carrying out asymptotic approxi1Uations to higher order terms
we are aided by the (second) Principle of Recursion, which advises us
to treat the nondorninant tenus as if they were known (even though they
involve the unknown solution).

The sirnplified systern then deterrnines

the unknown in terrns of itself, but in an insensitive way suitable (in
principle at least) for iterative generation of an asyrnptotic representation
of the solution.

This has already been illustrated for one of the finite

roots of our cubic equation exaITlple.

For the numerically large root

. .
of (2) we may obtam the recurSlOn for:mula

x

=-

(x

2

- EX - 4)/(3E

2

2
x).

However, this is far from unique; by grouping the terrns differently we

.
obtalll x

=-

(x

222
..
-4)/(3£ x -E), WhICh IS equally suitable, since

has still been solved for from the dominant terms.
solve for
x

2

- 4)/£

x

from a small term such as

It would be folly to

£ x; iteration on

merely produces wilder and wilder

x

E behavior.

2 3
x=(3£x+
If one solves

from the dominant terms inappropriately, namely in a way which does
not give the solution explicitly outright when tne s:mall tenns are neg-
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lected, then one has a scheme which mayor :may not converge, bu.t
which, even if it does" con,,'erges at a "bnite H ralC::, root improving the
asymptotic order of the solution on each iteration.

This 1" illustrated

by putting (2) in the convergent but asynlptotically inappropriate recursion forill

x=-[-(x

2

~

-EX-4)j{j(

2

x)]

liZ

, whichisquiteusa:Ole.

however, for nu:merical computation.
This trivial exanlple is so triv:al that the emphasis on recursion
for:mulas seems forced.

It is true that here and in lTIarry :many other

ca ses one can sitTIply write down an obvious power series in
detern1.ine the tenTI.S order by order.

E and

This approach fails, however,

whenever a :more general representation is required, as is by no ITleans
rare. For instance I recently encountered a case where the obvious scrles
needed to be supplemented by a single logrithmic term (which was neither the dominant nor even the next-to-dominant term); the recursion
relation generates a.ll the right terms without prejudice as to their fornl,
Generation of terms by recursion is o{tf:;n vcr;.' cluITlsy for practical
purposes, apart from leC'tding to tenns of unexpected form.

However,

it has a great theoretical advantage when properties of (all tC?rrns of)
the series are to be derived, since the recursion relation is highly
adapted naturally to the use of mathematical induction.

iSee the final

reference for an example.)
The li!niting cases we keep referring to are conventionally, in
asymptotics, forITlulated so as to be cases where a parameter (often
denoted by

ft.) approaches infinity.

Since I intend

asymptoto~ogy

-13-

to embrace also situations where the limit system itself

(not merely

arbitrarily near ones) is meaningful (perturbation problems), it is
preferable now instead to use a small parameter, conventionally
denoted by E ( ::: 11,\ for conversion).

In fact, it may not be known

in

advance whether the liITlit cas", is meaningful. and, whether or not it is
meaningful physically, mathematically it mayor may not be so d.epending
on the description employed.

This brings us to our third asymptot-

ological principle. the Principle of Interpretation:

it is a major task

of as;rtnptotological analysis to find variables in which the given prob-

1em becomes a perturbation problem (has a rneaningfullirnit situation).
This ITlay involve nothing m.ore than recognizing that the original variables are such, as is the case for two roots of the cubic; for the third
root, however, the formal limit of (2) is m.eaningless, but if transformation to the new variable
obtained for

y

2
y::: € x

is effected first, the equation

may be solved by perturbation analysis.

The characteristic feature of asymptotic analyses proper, as
opposed to perturbation analyses,
of overdeterrninisln.

the appearance (in both senses)

1S

Thus the cubic equation (2) with three yoots

apparently r",duces in the lirnit to a quadratic with only two; the well
behaved (for
x

+

€ :::

(l

+

€

E}y ::: 0

I-

O) pair of simultaneous linear equations

x

+

y ::: L

formally reduces to a mutually contradictory pair for

0; in the initial value problem

the continuous function

d
z + z :::
dt

€ -

a

z(t), we seerningly ha"ve

contradicting the initial condition; arid

th~

(t> 0), z(O)
z(t)

=:

0

=:

1, for

in the limit,

same thing happens in many
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less trivial cases (such as the theories of shocks, of boundary la'yers,
and of fast oscillations), as described in detail by FriedTichs.

1

In this

connection we have the (fourth) Principle of Wild Behavior, which tells
us that apparent overdeterminism arises because (at least SOlTle of) the
solutions behave '\'\'ildl:,' in the limit--wildl\', that is, compared to our
preconceptions, as embodied in the mathematical fonTI of the expressions
employed for representing the solutions.

Thus in neglecting the cubic

(in addition to the linear) term of (3) we have obviously made the implicit
assumption that

x

15 not too large (say bounded), which is correct for

only two of the roots, while the third behaves "wildly" in be cODling infinite (like
wild (like

E

-2

); the solution of the simultaneQus equations: is sinlilarly

;:--1); the solution of the initial value problem, z:::: exp(-t/E),

is wild in having a derivative which, though converging to zero for every
fixed positive
t

t, does so nonuniformly and actually becolnes infinite for

approaching zero sufficiently rapidly·; and similar wildne:sses occur

in the deeper examples 1nentioncd.
\,-,rhen overdeterminism occurs, if the SOlution we want is anlong
those still permitted b;.' the torITlal limit system, well and good:
loss of other solutions
If the solution

\\'02

13

the

our gain in sirnplicity (in the second way).

want 1S among those l0st, then according to the Prin-

c1ple of Wild Behavior we should allow for more general aSyluptotic
behavior of the solution.

It is one of the

m(-,~~t

troublesome difficulties

of asymptotological practice to find an appropriat'2 asymptotic fonn.

It is impossible to prescribe a pdari

~ll

asymptotic reprCOientations

-15-

that rnay ever prove useful, but an1.0ng more general representations
to try are two worth specific mention as frequently successful.

first

18

The

to supplernent the originall'y expected series with new terms,

such as s:rnaller (rnore negative) pov.. · ers, as in the case of the cubic

equation, or logarithmic ones. The:- second, effective in many of the
deeper problems, including those just referred to (see also a detailed
.
II) ,
exan"lp 1e f rom rny own experlence

and illustrated by the initial

value problem. just exhibited (which :rnay in fact be vi<:wcd as an eL>
mentary boundary layer problelTI), is to write the unknown as the
exponential of a new unknown represented by a series, the dominant

tE::rrn of which :must becom.e infinite (at least somewhere) in the linl.it
if anything is to be gained by so doing.
If there can be overdeterrninis!n there can also be underdeter-

m.inism., which m.eans that the original well posed problem reduces
form.ally in the lilnit to a problem. \vith more than one solution.
instance let A

be a known

j-by-j

matrix, let b

and x

be

For

j-by-l

matrices, respectively known and unknown, and consider the matrix
equation Ax;=: b.

Suppose that A

determinant of A

is zero if and only if E::: O.

order system. ,A
A(O)

(D) (0)

x

::: b

(0)

and b

depend on E and that the

is certainly !"lQt well posed.

is a singular rnatrix there exists a

I-by-j

that nA(O) ::: 0; for sim.plicity assum.e that n
factor).

If nb(O)!-O

Then the form.al lowest

1S

rnatrix

n

Since
(f- 0)

such

unique (up to a constant

the limit syste:m obviously has no sulution

(overdeterminism, as in the previous exanl.ple of simultaneous linear

-16-

equations), so assume

nb(O) = O.

T]H.'n

x

( 0)

mined by the limit system, and we have an

is not

~xarnple

co:mph:~tely

deter-

of underdeterminism.

Another excellent and :rather typical example of underdeterminisrn
is again the HeE problern..
by

Letting

A) leads to the information that

A

.;;0

/0)

IS

in (1) (after dividing through
invariant under collisions,

i. e. locally Maxwellian in some (local Galilean) coordinate system,
..
·
Wh lch
is very f ar f rom d etern1.1Ulug

flO) ,SInce
.
t h ere are f·lve parameters

(p, .::' p) needed to specify such a distribution and we are left unpro,,-ided with inform_atioD on how the parameters at different points of spacetime are related.
example.

8

(The Chew-Goldberger-Low' theory is anotller such

).

In such straits

\'/C"

arc rescued by the (fifth) Principle of Anni-

hilation, which instructs us to find a complete set oi ?nnihilators of the
terUlS which persist in the limit, apply them to the original s",.'stem, and
then go to the limit after multiplying by an appropriate function of
so that the now dominant terms persist in the limit.

E

By 3.n annihilator

of a mathematical entity is TI1Cant an operator which results

m

zero when

appliE·d to the entity. (Of course there are cOInplicated cases in which this
produces only some of the n1issing information, and the saIne procedure
must be reapplied, perhaps repeatedly.)

In the matrix example, the terms
persist in the lilnit are

anr~ihi1ated

by

A(O))O)

and b{O)

multiplic;:~tic.ln on

the If;ft by

Applying this annihilator to the original equation, dividing by
taking the limit give s what rnay be written

which
n.

E, and
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li=

{<-In [A _ A(O)n

x

(0 )

E"'O

if A

0r

of

Eo

= lim
E=O

and b

(5 )

aTe expandable in integraL powers

In the norm.al case this provides just the one extra condition

needed to determine
determined only up to

)0), which by the condition A(O))O) = b(O)
0,

solution p

of A(O}p = O.

\vas

In the abnormal case

that (5) is not an independent condition, there is a linear cornbination
of A(O))O) :::: b(O)

and (5) w',nich gives

0=0.

The formation of this

linear cOITlbination is then our ne:-w annihilator, the application of

which to

Ax = band

E

-I

n[A-A

(0)

]x=<

-I

n[b-b

(0)

]

leads to a

new extra condition which will normally be independent and provide the
rnissing piece of information.
In the HCE problem there are five scalars (mass. three cornpOllentc; of momentum, and energy) which are preserved by

colli~ions,

so that taking the corresponding moments of (1) annihilates the right
side.

These are therefore annihilators of the dOITlinant terITls, which

IS

why they are applied to (1) to obtain the five hydrodynamic equations
relating the valLles of

p,,;;., p (and therefore f which is expressed

m terITlS of them) at different points of space-time.
It is through the application of the Principle of Annihilation that

the Principle of Simplification is rrtaintained.
a li:mit si:mplifies a system, while the gain

The loss of solutions m

of solutions, or loss of

-18-

inforrnation.
~;ufficient

would "complicate" it if we were not able to recover

additional conditions to rnake up for the infor11.1.at10n lost.

The basic \vay system.s sirnplify is by the neglect of terms, as
stated earlier.

But it commonly happens that the relative asymptotic

magn:i.tude of two tern,s to be con,pared depend:; upon some knowledge
not yet available or On son,e assumption or decision not yet made.
According to the (sixth) Principle of M'3.ximal Balance (or of Maximal
Complication), for rnaxin'.al Eexibility and generality we should keep
both terms, i.e. w'e should allr:>w for the possibility or ass=e that they
are comparable.
prudence; an:,'

In the case of incoITlplete knov.rledge this is mere

tel'ill

in an equation definitely smaller 1n order of mag-

nitudt th3.n 3-nother ten-no may be considered negligible, but no term should
be neglected without a good

re3..s~")n.

In the ca.se of a pending assumption

or decision, the desire to balance': two

o;llCh

c0mpeting terms helps to

determine the choice.

Use of this terminology is justified even from the technical viewpoint of information theory, suggesting the possibi1ity of assigning a
measure to the decrease in the number of solutions occurring in a
limit.
Partly as a consequence of Professor Friedrichs' conunent at the
conclusion of my lecture, I now feel that "M::.nirnal SimplificaLic>n"
is rn.ore appropriate here,
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The rnost widely applicable and hence rnost inforrnative ordering
is that which sirnplifies the least, maintaining a rnaxim.al set of cornparable
terrns.

Quite often there is more than one possible maxilnal set of terms,

\."ith no set including all terms of any other.
ordered by inclusion.)
yrnptotic behavior.

(Sets of terms form;:;. lattice

Each ITiaxi:rnal set corresponds to different as-

The solutions may split up according to which be-

havior they have (second way of si:rnplifying), as with the cubic, or each
solution may exhibit a variety of different behaviors, in different reglOns,
as with a boundary layer phenoITIenon.
For instance in the case of the cubic equation, how could we know
that two solutions are finite and one of order

E

-2

?

Put another way,

why did we not assun1.e the first and third terrns to be
or the second and third, or so on?
easy answer:

th~

dom.inant ones,

In this particular case there is an

if we had, we would have obtained a "solution" for which

the neglected terrns were not in fact negligible cornpared to the supposed
dorninant terrns. i. e. the "solution" found would not have been
consistent.

But

SUPPOBC

5121£-

there were several rnore terms, would we have

had to try every pair?

(Or suppose there \\'ere two independent small

pararneters

instead of only onc.)

6

and

£

terms are dominant x
Eo

will behave predominantly as some power of

i,Ve therefore assurne the general representation x ~ a

what value of q
for

Clearly, no matter which

q

to take.

E

q

and wonder

One might in fact choose arbitl'arily any value

but will then generally find that for finite

dOTIl.inates, which is nonsensical, so that a =

<Xl

a

only one term of (2)

{if it was the constant

-20term), which is not legitimate, or else

a;:: 0

(it it was one of the

others), which,if lllore legitimate, is certainly no lllore useful.

of q

A value

will only be "proper" if we end up with a reprC5entation which IS

"rnaxirnally cOITlplicated" in that it really consists of one term a E

If we put x ~ a E

instead of "no terms" such as

a

the

E to the respective powers

q

+

sUCCeSSIVE:

terms vary as

0::::

OQ

I, 0, and it is easy to see that only

q;::" 0

or

q =

2

q

q

into (2)

3q

+

Z, 2q,

:make two (or

lYl.ore) pO\\'crs equal nlini.ma.

On the side it might be ,:)f interest to mention a graphical method
of finding the proper values of

q

which apparently goes back to Newton.

It is hardly needed in the present simple Illustration but can be a great

time-saver in more involved examples (also tho>;;e of higher diITlcnsionality).
We plot each term of (2) as a point un a graph, the abscissa being the
exponent of x

and the ordinate that of

E

(see four heavy points in

figure 1); the coefficient is ignored so long as it is not zer'J.
ification of a definite relationship between x
value of

and

(

The spcc-

(i. e. of a definite

q) ltads to the identification of the asymptotic behavior of all

terms (present or not) corresponding to points which are on a common
line with a definite slope.

Thus for

slanting (fronl. left to right) 45
behavicr, while for
(see dotted lines).

x "-' E

-1

0

x "-' E all points on the saITle d(lwn-

line uJrrespond to a common <:tsymptotic

the same holds for up·

s~anting

Since the smaEer the povler of E

45

0

lines

the larger the

term, we seek lines passing through (at ieastl two graphed points and
having no graphed points below them..

We may think of finding the lower
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convex support lines of the set of graphed points, perhaps kinesthetically
by imagining pushing a line up frOITl below until it first hits a graphed

point and then rotating it around that point until it next hits a second
graphed point.

It is immediately apparent from figure 1 that there aye

just two such lines and that they correspond to
heavy dashed lines).

q = 0

and

q = -2 (see

It is also clear that the point (1,1), like all points

in a semi-infinite vertical strip (see horizontally shaded area), are

"shielded" by the points (0,0) and (2,0) and caD never be on a support
line; it is indeed obvious that Ex
x

2

or

4

no ITlatter how

x

is negligible with respect to either

varies with €.

Similarly there is a semi-

infinite vertical strip shielded by the points (2, O) and (3,2) (see diagonally shaded area).

In more complicated cases we can thus exclude

terms wholesale from competition.
To return to our proper business, illustration of the Principle
of Maximal COITlplication, consider the problem of finding the lowest
frequency of vibration and the corresponding form of vibration of a
uniform membrarle stretched between two close wires lying in a plane,
one of which \,ve take straight for simplicity.

The equation for the

standing vibration of a rnembrane is

+ v

where

U

1S

2

u

:=

(6 )

0,

the displacement normal to the (x,y)plane, which is the rest

plane of the ITlem.brane (the plane containing the wires), and

V

is the
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frequency of vibration of the m.ode.

Let the equations of the WIres

the (x, y) plane be y::: a and y ::: EY(x), where

We n1.ay suppose

par3.m.eter of closeness.

u = 0

of course is the SUlall

Y(x }::: Y(x ) :::
1
Z

a

so as to

Xl < x < xz' 0 < Y < E Y(x).

have to consider only the finite region
Imposing the condition

E

In

On the boundary of this region and (6)

inside the regi.on, we have an eigenvalue problem for the lowest eigenvalue

II

and its corresponding ei.g8nfunction u.

This is one COlllITlOn

type of asymptotic problem, asym.ptotic rather thc..n "perturbational"
In

that there is no limit problem because the region of interest disappears

in the limit.

The remedy for this is well knov.rn;

appropriately, in this caSe introducing 1] -=- E
the (x, 1} ) plane becomes

+ E

- 1

Y

1

we rescale the variables
so that the region in

Xl < x < xz' 0 < 1] < Y(x), and (6) becomes

-2

+

L'

2
U

:::

0

(7 )

Taking the dsyrnptotic behavior of each tern1 at its face value
remembering that

II

(but

is not yet determined), we deern the first term

negligible compared to the second, and (by the Principle) assume
to balance the ::oeeond and third terms.

Introducing w:: E

II

V

2

we write

{7) as

+W

2
U

:::

E

2

a2 u
ax 2

(8 )

-E

-2
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To lowest order we neglect the right side of (8), whereupon x
from an independent variable to a mere paralneter.
treatITl~nt

degenerates

The really proper

at this point,by the Principle of Recur::;i.on, would be to treat

the right side of (8) as known, solve for

u

on the left in the forill of an

integral representation (involving the sim.ple, well knov'in, explicit Gr(;en's
function), and try to obtain

u

iteratively.

Instead we shall do something

similar but simpler, more or less paralleling the lowest order version
of the proper treatment.

For each x

we have, to lowest order, ;:,.
u:::: A sin(lf 1]/ Y)

siITlpie eigenvalue problern \vith lowest eigenstate

eigenvalue W == rr/ Y.

But W

missible, so we take

A{x)

and

so defined depends on x, which is imperto be a Dirac delta function,

whose singularity we take to be at the maxim.um of

Y(x)

the location of
ill

order to

have the smallest W; for simplicity we assume the maxim.urn of
be unique dnd to occur at x::: O.

Y

to

In a sense we have now solve:d the

problenl onginally posed, but since our answer is singular it is not entirely satisfactory (see the next and final Principle to be forrrlUlated).
Inde.ed, since our "solution" is singular in its
to worry whether our earlier neglect of E

x

dependence, we ought

aZu

2

ox

was justified, and we

2

rnight well be curiOUS anyway about the true detailed x dependence which
Wt

have cavalierly expressed as a delta function.

behavior occurs near

x::: 0

we introduce

~

::: 6

Since the: :;ignificant

-I

small parameter to be determined (related to E).
W ::: W

o

+ B.,.

where w

o

co

1T/Y(O) and

W

is small.

x, where

0

i;;

i,Ve also writ<"
Since

3.

-242
8~

:.::;

2

-

11"

_0
Y(x) ~u, frolTI (8) \'I.'e obtain

rr

2

Y(6~

Y(5~)

Let

,

t

2
- W ] A

]

= Y(O) +- Y::(O)6
2

, ,

~ ~

-

(9 )

+ ...

with

Y"(O) < 0, whereupon this

becomes

f/~2_2wwJ

(10)

o

.~.ccording

to the Principle of MaxiITlal Complication we choose the as

yet undeterm.in<2d aSyITlptotic behaviors so dS to keep all the tenus
t h e equation an d

2
d A

,
de
On the

~

dTE:

+

thus Ie d to take

distance scale

,....,
-1....
an d W
= 'E
W,

0

b"
talntng

,2 .
_
-2u..1 JA"'O

..".Y"{O)

Y(O)

~
1/2
0 = E

1n

(11 )

':>

Y (0)2

A

:must vanish at "infinity, " and '.ve have a

well known eigenvalue problem arisir,g in the quantum. theory of the
haTITIonic oscillator.
A = exp {_

-

2: Y(0)-3/2
2

The lowest eigenfunction is the Gaussian

r-Y"(O)]

liz

~2)

with real eigenvalue

-

w=-2,

[ _Y"(0)/y(0)]'/2 .

Incidentally, if we ::;hould be interested in the behavior of

I

x

I

not very sITlall, \vhere

must be used.

11

u

for

decreases rapidly, a different procedure

The rigbt side of -(8) cannot be neglected there, since
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W:::::: rr!Y(O) does not even approximate the IDeal eigenvalue "f'iIY(x) for
u ~ O.

which the left side can vanish with

The device mentioned earlier

of representing the unknown as an exponential \vorks here; with u '" exp v,
(8) becol1..es

z.

z

w

+

=

_E 2r~2 +

(12 )

3x

\Ve nlay aSSUlne that

[v(O)

+ €)1) + . . . ] , where the

order E
(0 )

- 1

8'0

d.

series in E, v = E

lead~ng term

-1

has been taken large of

to permit the right side of (12) to contribute.

or the left side will dominate again, so v

81)

x

is expandable as

v

(0 )

We must have
is a function of

onl·y, and to dominant term.s (12) becomes

0,\·(0) 2
(-- )

2

+ W

8x

o

Viewed

CiS

an equation for

v

(1)

this can be linearized and "homogerllzed"

by reversing the exponentiation procedure, namely by introducing w = exp v
whence

a2 w
()'/1 2

w

2
o

0··(0)

"
+ ,
\---

ax

-)

)-

]

W"

0

Together with the boundary conditions
Y(x))

v

(0 )

0"

w

(that it 'I.·anish at T/ = 0,

this is an eigenvalue problem which determines the variation of

(1 )

-262
w
o

+

as well as the

17

,(oj 2
(-'- )

a

ax

dependence of w

(sinusoidal).

AU that the device

has amounted to in thi::; case, of course, is factoring out (frOln

u) a fast

varying function of x, but the use of the exponential representation has
led to that procedure in a natuYOll and systematic way_

We complete our list with the 5irnple Principle of Mathenlatical
Nonsense:

if, in the course of an asyrnptotvlogical analysis, a rnath-

ernatically nonsensical expression appears, this indicates that the
asymptotology has not been dO,1C correctly or at least not carried out
fully (although even inCOlllplete it may be satisfactory fo:r- one 1 9 purposes).

One may con,e upon expressions such as 0/0, divergent sums or integrals,
singular functions, etc., and whether they are to be considered non~n

sensical sOITlctimes depends on the use they <;ire to be put to.

the just

discussed membrane vibration problelll the first instance of ITlathematical
nonsense

\N<iS

the disappearance in the LITlit of the regiuI: over which the

parEal differential equation was to be
the dependence of W on

s0~ved,

the second was perhaps

x, dnd the third was the response to this, the

use of a singulu.r (delta) funo::tion.
Frequent in dsyrnptotological analyses is the occur::rence of
phenomena on different scales of distance or

t~rne.

The HCE problem.

is a \,.. ell knov..'-n case (as Grad has just pointed outl, since if f
prescribed Maxwellian at the initial instant, there is a

is not

relat~l,,·ely

period of time {the order of a collision time) during which f

short

becomes
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Maxwellian, while the five Inoments remain ctpproxiInately cohstant,
and a relatively long period (of order 1\

tiInes as long) during which

the fjve moments (hydrodynam.ic varizbles) var:,' but
Maxwellian form.

rn.aintains its

For <:tn extremely simple example ot the sanle type,

consider the familiar electric circuit equJ.tion
the voltage V{t)

f

+

V::: RI

LI , where

is an imposed function of tim.e, the current

to be found, the resistance

R

ane! the inductance

constants, and we choose to examine the limit

L -

L

I{t)

is

are positive
O.

Treating

LI

as if it were known, we inl.m.ediately obti:lin a recursion formula for

1
L .
o-[V
__
v+

R

+ . . .J

R

I,

(13 )

which is fine except for not in general satisfying the arbitrary initial
condition on

I

natural for the original first order differential equation.

i

For short times (of order

L)

is large and

V

approximately constant,

so that the difference of I

from its quasi-equilibr:um value

like exp(-Rtl L); after this transient hi:\.S died out (13) holds.

VIR decays
Incidentally,

the expression in brackets in (13) is just like the Taylor expansion m
powers of
factor of

L

of

V

evaluated at the argument t - L/R

(n - I)! in the denom.inator Df the n-th term, which shows that

the asymptotic series (3) for
if

V

except for a

I

cannot be expected to converge even

is analytic (which does not stop it from being very useful).
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In phenomenet. with behavior on two different time scales the:re
is a widely pertinent distinction to be obqerved between finite conservative

systems on the one hand and infinite or dissipative systems on the
other.

For instance the well known problem of the harmonic oscillator

with slowly varying coefficient of restitution,12

x' + k(Et)

example of the first kind; on the short (finite) time scale

x = 0, is an
k

is approx-

irnately constant and the oscillator simply oscillates steadily, while on

the long

(""'E

-I

) time scale the frequency and amplitude of the oscillation

vary in response to the variation in k.

Contrast with this the behavior

of the dissipative electric circuit, where only initially the current

I

,,-aries on the short time scale, s\'i.'ooping toward its quasi-steddy value.
The HCE example shows that a cons8rvative system can act the same
way so long as it is infinite; in this case the decay com.es about by a
process of "phase mixing, " and is possible because the Poincare
recurrence tirne is infinite.
The asymptotic separation of tiIne scales is the basis ior an
. .
. .-otatlstlca
..
I nlE:C h
'
13
excltlng
recent approac l1 ~n
arucs.

Typically one

obtains equ:i.tions for the one-particle and the two-particle distribution
functions
f

l

f

1

and 1

2

for a gas of appropriate characteristics, and finds

can vary only slowly, but

£2

can vary- quickly so as to phase-mix

towards a qU3.si-steady distribution as

t

gets ltirge on the short tilTIe

scale \\'hile rem.aining small on the long time scale.
tribution f
for

f

1

2

1;he limiting dis-

is a functional of £1' which when substituted into the equation

leads to a closed "kinetic equation" for

The irreversibility
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(tirnewise) of this kinetic equation cornes about in a natural 'Nay, in that
the lirniting f

2

depends on \vhich direction

t

IS

taken to the limit (on

the short time scale), whether to plus or to minus infinity.

It is a n.ajor

triumph of this approach that the "$toss:::;ab.ldnsatz" can for the first
tilUe be actually derived (under moderate smoothn<:"ss assumptions).

To return to the conservative case, I am glad to take the
opportunity of advertising a recent paper

14

in which I have elabot'dtely

worked cut the asymptotic theory 01 finite systems of ordinary differential
equations depending on a small parameter €
all solutions periodic.

which to L<)west order have

Applied to Harrllltonian systems the theory leads

to the existence of adiabatic invariants which arc constant (integrals)
to all orders In €.
We are all fam.iliar with those r;:,.ther unsatisfactory research
papers in which the author makes a series Qt iargely arbitrary_ad hoc
approxirnations throughout, often dubious without {sometimes even with}
the author

IS

intuitive grasp of the situation. These Tlad_ hoaxes" have

their place and utility, but hoV\'" much more desirable and convincing is

a properly worked out and elegant asyrnptotological treatInent, WIth
any drbitrary assumptions (like remarkable coi.ncidences in a well
constructed mystery story) made openly and abDveboard right at the
beginning where anyone can assess their

mer~~,5

for himself, dnd \\'ith

the later developnlcnt unfolding naturalty a.nd inexorably once a definite

problem and the limit in which it is tc be cunsidered have been settled
upon!
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The aTt of asymptotology lies pa.rtly in choosing fnlitful limiting
cases to examine- -fruitful first in that the system is significantly sirnplified and second in that the results are qualitatively enlightening or
quantitatively descriptive.

It is also an a.rt to construct a.n appropriate

generic description for the asymptotic behavior of the solution desired.
The scientific eleITlent in asymptotology resides in the nonarbitrariness
of the asymptotic behavior and of its description, once the lim.iting case
has been decided upon.

Moli~re has one of his characters observe that for more than
forty years he has been talking prose without knowing it.

It is dO'.lbtful

that he benefited trom the discovery, but I hope that you will be more
fortunate and not disappointed in having by now discol,/ered that
asymptotology is what you have been practicing all along!
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